
Using R for Statistical Data Analysis and Graphics Fall 2009

Exercise Series 1

1. Start R. The login for the computers is your n-ethz login. If you do not have one, ask the
assistent.

Find the entry Tinn-R in the Start menu. Then find the entry ’Start preferred Rgui’
from Tinn-R’s menu ’R’. You now have

• a window in which R runs. It shows the prompt symbol > on the last line. You can
enter S commands here directly.

• a window in which you can enter commands and then send them to the R process by
pushing one of the buttons. This has the advantage that you can easily change any
command and then send it again – just in case you should ever make a mistake... or if
you want to try several variations of a command.

Now type the following lengthy two lines into the editor window and send it to make the
dataset d.sport available for the following exercises.

d.sport <- read.table("http://stat.ethz.ch/Teaching/Datasets/WBL/sport.dat",
header=TRUE)

Once you just get the next prompt (>), then type

d.sport

into the R window to see the result.

2. Use the following commands to repeat the demonstration of the introductory lecture.

d.sport[,"kugel"]

hist(d.sport[,"kugel"])
hist(d.sport[,"kugel"], nclass=10)
hist(d.sport[,"kugel"],,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,10)

plot(d.sport[,"kugel"], d.sport[,"speer"])
plot(d.sport[,"kugel"], d.sport[,"speer"],
xlab="ball~push", ylab="javelin", pch=7)

pairs(d.sport)

3. Histograms. You are encouraged to play with variations of histograms. Type help(hist)
or ?hist and example(hist) to see the possibilities.

a) Vary the number of classes by setting the argument nclass. Note that it determines
the number of classes only approximately.

b) In order to get exactly the class breaks that you want, you need to set the argu-
ment breaks. You will typically use a sequence of equidistant numbers as produced
by the function seq. Try breaks = seq(13, 17, by=0.25) and other variations of
your choice.
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If it is still early to finish, you can continue by the following exercise, which will appear
(modified) again next time.

4. Vectors

What is the output of the following commands? Try to predict the solutions before you type
in the commands. We define:
x <- c(5,2,1,4); y <- rep(1,5);

a) sum(x)
range(x)
length(y)
sum(y)

b) c(x,y,13)

c) x[4] * y[2]
x[2:4] + x[1:3]

d) x <= 2
x[x <= 2]

5. Quit the session.

Leave the R-Session by typing q(). Answer ’Yes’ to the question.


